TITLE = Aq bosagha.
IMPRINT = Almaty : Aq Bosagha.
OCLC # = 911660026.
HOLDINGS = MF-18507 SEEMP (1 reel) no. 36 (May 1993); no. 50-53 (July-Oct. 1994); no. 56 (Feb. 1995); no. 58 (Apr. 1995); no. 60 (June 1995); no. 54 (Oct. 1995); no. 66-71 (Dec. 1995-May 1996); no. 85-87 (July-Sept. 1997); no. 143 (May 2002); no. 150 (Dec. 2002).

TITLE = Golos Uzbekistana.
IMPRINT = Tashkent : TSentral'nyì soviet Narodno-demokraticheskoï parti Uzbekistana.
NOTE = "Общественно-политическая газета Народно-демократической партии Узбекистана."
OCLC # = 910171252.

TITLE = Industrial'naia Karaganda : oblastnaia gazeta.
IMPRINT = Karaganda : Industrial'naia Karaganda.
OCLC # = 911657696.

TITLE = Kurjer warszawski [microform]
IMPRINT = Warszawa : W Drukarni Kurjera Warszawskiego
DESCRIPT = Began in 1821; ceased in 1939
NOTE = Microfilm. 1821- [Warszawa] [Warszawa] Stacja Mikrofilmowa Biblioteki Narodowej microfilm reels ; 35 mm
OCLC # = 8428521
HOLDINGS = MF-18439 SEEMP (12 reels) 1821-1830
HOLDINGS = MF-18541 SEEMP (20 reels) 1831-1840
HOLDINGS = MF-9362 (4 reels) Mar-May 1906
NOTE = Ordered from Bludeau Partners. 1821-1905 (406 reels) 4-28-11.
NOTE = Received 12 reels (1821-1830) 1-6-15.
NOTE = Rec'd 20 reels (1831-1840) 8-31-15.

TITLE = Ma"rifat (Tashkent, Uzbekistan).
TITLE = Маърифат = معرفت.
IMPRINT = Toshkent : Uzbekiston Kompartiasi Markazi Komiteti nashrieti.
NOTE = In Uzbek (Cyrillic) and Uzbek (Latin).
OCLC # = 897507622.

TITLE = Nauka Kazakhstana.
IMPRINT = <Dec. 1999> Almaty : Ministerstvo obrazovaniia i nauki.
OCLC # = 911659195.

TITLE = Oila va zhamiat.
TITLE = Оила ва жамият.
IMPRINT = Toshkent : Oila va Zhamiat.
NOTE = "Uzbekiston Respublikasi bolalar zhamgharmasi haftaligi."
NOTE = Microfilm. [Chicago, Ill.] : Microfilmed for Slavic and East European Materials Project, the Center for Research Libraries, by Backstage Library Works, Bethlehem, Pa., 2015- microfilm reels; 9 cm, 35 mm.
OCLC # = 908852912.
TITLE = Ortalyq Qazaqstan.
IMPRINT = Qaraghandy : Ortalyq Qazaqstan.
Slavic and East European Materials Project, the Center for Research Libraries,
by Backstage Library Works, Bethlehem, Pa., 2015. 1 reel ; 9 cm, 35 mm.
OCLC # = 911657164.
HOLDINGS = MF-18509 SEEMP (1 reel) Jan 8, 1997-Apr 30, 1998; May 9-June 27, 1998;

TITLE = Turkiston = Türkistan.
IMPRINT = Toshkent : "Sharq" nashriët-matbaachilik kontsernining bosmakhonasi.
NOTE = Title and some text in Roman alphabet, <2008->
NOTE = In Uzbek (Cyrillic).
and East European Materials Project, the Center for Research Libraries, by
Backstage Library Works, Bethlehem, Pa., 2015. 8 reels ;9 cm, 35 mm.
OCLC # = 905543471.

TITLE = Ukrainian Emigre Press.
IDENTITY = MF [Neg MF]; 14 reels.
NOTE = 91 titles, 482 documents, 15,327 pages.

SEEMP On Order
October 29, 2014 – November 3, 2015

TITLE = Qazaq Eli.
IMPRINT = Almaty, Kazakhstan.
IDENTITY = MF [Neg MF]; Apr. 1995-June 2010; 4 reels.

SEEMP to be processed
Central Asian Newspaper project

Title: Qazaqstan mughalimi
Country: Kazakhstan
Dates: 1988-2010
Pages (est.): 6,600
Desc.: “Kazakh Teacher,” issued by Ministry of Education.
Title: Qazaqstan sarbazy
Country: Kazakhstan
Pages (est.): 4,800
Desc.: “Soldier of Kazakhstan,” issued by Defense Ministry

Title: Uchitel' Kazakhstana
Country: Kazakhstan
Pages (est.): 4,160
Desc.: Issued by Ministerstvo nauki i obrazovaniia RK, published on education issues.